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Why is Meaning Important in MT

Translation = expressing the same meaning in another language.

A meaning-aware translator (human or machine) will:
1. Use context to disambiguate as much as possible.
2. Ask around to learn about and understand the situation described.
3. Ideally warn the audience about unresolved ambiguities.
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Recent Performance of NMT on News

Seg-Level English→Czech 2018
Ave. % Ave. z System

1 84.4 0.667 CUNI-Transformer
2 79.8 0.521 uedin

78.6 0.483 Professional Translation
4 68.1 0.128 online-B
5 59.4 −0.178 online-A
6 54.1 −0.354 online-G

Doc-Aware English→German 2019
Ave. Ave. z System
90.3 0.347 Facebook-FAIR
93.0 0.311 Microsoft-WMT19-sent-doc
92.6 0.296 Microsoft-WMT19-doc-level
90.3 0.240 Professional Translation
87.6 0.214 MSRA-MADL
88.7 0.213 UCAM
89.6 0.208 NEU
87.5 0.189 MLLP-UPV
87.5 0.130 eTranslation
86.8 0.119 dfki-nmt
84.2 0.094 online-B

… 10 more systems here …
76.3 −0.400 online-X
43.3 −1.769 en-de-task

See lecture #1 for all caveats of MT evaluation.
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Do Recent Best Systems Understand?

• NMT systems are trained on millions of documents.
• To read the source and target training data of CUNI-Transformer

you would need 50 years, 8 hours a day, no weekends.
(Only 40% of it was parallel.)

• NNs create internal representations.
… So perhaps these representations are meaningful?

Test it yourself (English↔Czech):

https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/services/transformer/
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Representations



Defining Representations
Given:

• a neural network trained to predict ̂𝑦𝑖 ∈ 𝒴 given 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝒳,
• and a cut 𝐶 of that network

• (a set of neurons s.t. every path from input to output has to intersect it),
a representation is the mapping from 𝒳 to ℋ, where

• ℋ is the vector space of observed activations of neurons in 𝐶
(in some arbitrary fixed order).
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Two Cuts Here: (1) Input, (2) Hidden Layer
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The Learned Representation

Original space allows to:
• plot input data,
• visualize separation boundaries

for the first as well as
subsequent layers.

Hidden space ℋ allows to:
• to linearly separate the classes.
… but is it good for anything

else?
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Good Representations (1/2)

(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐) is a good representation
because it separates border from face features
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Good Representations (2/2)

(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐) is a good representation
because it resembles a known picture
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Good Representations (2/2)
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Which Representations Are Good?
Ideas for a start:

• Good representations allow to solve some main task.
• … but for this, the NN was trained in the first place.

• Good representations allow to solve some other task.
• Pretrained word embeddings may be useful for other tasks.

• Good representations serve well on task interfaces.
• Divide-and-conquer vs. end-to-end training.
• Must divide training to make use of different data sources

(e.g. spoken language translation needs ASR and MT data).
• Good representations “make sense”.

• The representation of a specific test set resembles something known.
• Attaching a single layer to the representation gives a good accuracy in

something, e.g. part-of-speech tags from sentence embeddings.
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Word Embeddings
• Map each word to a dense vector.
• In practice 300–2000 dimensions are used.

• The dimensions have no clear interpretation.
• Embeddings are trained for each particular task.

• NNs: The matrix that maps 1-hot input to the first layer.
• The famous word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013):

• CBOW: Predict the word from its four neighbours.
• Skip-gram: Predict likely neighbours given the word.

Input layer Hidden layer Output layer

x1
x2
x3

xk

xV

y1
y2
y3

yj

yV

h1
h2

hi

hN
WV×N={wki} W'N×V={w'ij}

Right: CBOW with just a single-word context (http://www-personal.umich.edu/~ronxin/pdf/w2vexp.pdf)
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Emergent Continuous Space of Words
Word2vec embeddings show interesting properties:

𝑣(king) − 𝑣(man) + 𝑣(woman) ≈ 𝑣(queen) (1)

Illustrations from https://www.tensorflow.org/tutorials/word2vec 24/86
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Testset by Mikolov et al. (2013)
Question Type Sample Pair
capital-countries Athens – Greece
capital-world Abuja – Nigeria
currency Algeria – dinar
city-in-state Houston – Texas
family boy – girl
adjective-to-adverb calm – calmly
opposite aware – unaware
comparative bad – worse
superlative bad – worst
present-participle code – coding
nationality-adjective Albania – Albanian
past-tense dancing – danced
plural banana – bananas
plural-verbs decrease – decreases
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Caveat on Evaluation (1/2)
Consider word2vec “comprehensive” test set (Mikolov et al., 2013):

• 8.8k “semantic” and 10.6k “syntactic” questions,
• w2v “accuracy is quite good” (eyeballing)

• The authors do mention that exact-match is “only about 60%”).
Kocmi and Bojar (2016) carefully examined the test set:

• “Semantic” questions cover only 3 question types:
• country→city, country→currency, masculine family member→ feminine
• Vylomova et al. (2016) test many other relations, e.g. walk-run,

dog-puppy, bark-dog, cook-eat.
• “Syntactic” questions constructed by combinations:

• starting from only 313 distinct word pairs,
• (leading to only 35 different pairs per question on average),
• And of the 313 pairs, 286 are formed regularly.
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Caveat on Evaluation (2/2)

Test Set by
Accuracy on “Synt Questions” Mikolov et al. Kocmi et al.
word2vec as released 62.5% 43.5%

word2vec trained on our data 42.5% 9.7%
SubGram trained on our data 42.3% 22.4%
Nine rules 71.9% 66.4%
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Caveat on Ultimate Evaluation
Kocmi and Bojar (2016):

• submitted to TSD on March 22, 2016.
• appeared in TSD in September 2016.
… cited by 7.

• No code released, no fast code implemented at all.

Bojanowski et al. (2017):
• submitted to arxiv on July 15, 2016.
• appeared in TACL 2017.
… cited by 2994.

• This is the FastText paper.
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Evaluating Words against Human Assessment?

The whole idea of evaluating word vectors by relating to human
judgements is risky.

• Human-produced datasets are subjective.
• Similarity vs. relatedness.

• Relatedness: teacher ≈ student, coffee ≈ cup
• Similarity: teacher ≈ professor, car ≈ train
• Hill et al. (2017) observed a soft tendency:

• Monolingual models reflect non-specific relatedness,
• NMT models reflect conceptual similarity.
• We saw that too for English-Czech (Abdou et al., 2017).

• Even if we distinguish them, which should be reflected in embeddings?
Details: Faruqui et al. (2016); Survey of eval. methods: Bakarov (2018)
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Sentence Representations



Encoder-Decoder Architecture

https://devblogs.nvidia.com/parallelforall/introduction-neural-machine-translation-gpus-part-2/ 30/86
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Continuous Space of Sentences
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I gave her a card in the garden

In the garden , I gave her a card
She was given a card by me in the garden

She gave me a card in the garden
In the garden , she gave me a card

I was given a card by her in the garden

2-D PCA projection of 8000-D space representing sentences (Sutskever et al., 2014). 31/86



Fixed-Length Representation of Sentences??

Raymond Mooney:

You can’t cram the meaning of
a whole %&!$ing sentence into a single $&!*ing vector!
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Aspects of Meaning (1/2)
• Meaning can be seen as a coarsening:

• Pictures: Semantic segmentation.

• Programs: The output they give (caveat: undecidable).• Sentences: Reference to real world? Speaker’s intention?
• Linguistic meaning captures the structure of expressions:

• Morphology, syntax, …• Units of each layer composed into higher units (FGD, Sgall et al. (1986))
Illustration from http://www.cs.toronto.edu/~tingwuwang/semantic_segmentation.pdf.
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Aspects of Meaning (2/2)
Aspects of sentence meaning as listed by Bojar et al. (2019).

Symbolic Continuous
Aspect of Meaning Theories Representations
Abstraction 3 ×
Compositionality 3 ∼
Learnability ? 3
Relatability (similarity, operations) ∼ ∼
Vagueness of Meaning × 3
Ambiguity of Expressions 3 ×
Statefulness ∼ 3
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Compositionality of Meaning

Manning (2015):
Understanding novel and complex sentences crucially de-

pends on being able to construct their meaning compositionally
from smaller parts—words and multiword expressions—of which
they are constituted.
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Compositionality of Vector Representations
Karlgren and Kanerva (2019) show “Holographic Reduced Reprs.”:

• Addition: Preserves similarity, useful to represent bag-of-…
• Hadamard product (elem-wise multiplication),

• Invertible; product dissimilar to its operands: 𝐴 ∗ 𝐵 ≁ 𝐴.
• Bipolar vectors ({−1, +1}𝑛) are inverse of themselves.
• Can represent variable assignment {𝑥 = 𝑎, 𝑦 = 𝑏, 𝑧 = 𝑐} using bipolar

vectors 𝑋, 𝑌 , and 𝑍 added into a vector (𝑋 ∗ 𝐴) + (𝑌 ∗ 𝐵) + (𝑍 ∗ 𝐶).
To recover the value of 𝑥, multiply by 𝑋:
𝑋 ∗ (𝑋 ∗ 𝐴) + 𝑋 ∗ (𝑌 ∗ 𝐵) + 𝑋 ∗ (𝑍 ∗ 𝐶)) = 𝐴 + noise+ noise ∼ 𝐴

• Vector elements permutation,
• Also invertible; dissimilar; enormous number of permutations.
• Useful to represent structures, e.g. lists: 𝛱1 for CAR 𝛱2 for CDR:

(𝑎, 𝑏) represented with 𝛱1(𝑎) + 𝛱2(𝑏)
(In highly-dimensional spaces, most vectors are dissimilar; cosine or Pearson correlation of 0.25 indicate close similarity.)
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Modelling Ambiguity?
Sentence-level embeddings always produced by an encoder.

• Encoder = A deterministic mapping from expression to meaning.
• Unclear how ambiguous expressions are and should be represented.
• Same problem with word vectors already:

Ideally, an expression would correspond to
a distribution over semantic space, not a single point.
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Meaning Statefulness

Stateful Meaning Representation:
• Could be modelled by decoder state:

≈ “State of mind after reading the input and producing a partial output.”
• Better reflected in models with attention.
• Btw needed to interpret humour (Gluscevskij, 2017).

Stateless Meaning Representation:
• Encoder state.
• Points correspond to expressions.

• Ambiguity representation unclear.
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Is Sentence Meaning Continuous?

We know that one Arabic sentence can have dozens of thousands of
English translation (Dreyer and Marcu, 2012):

Premiere of Iraq Nuri al-Maliki was given an excuse by President Bush, who expressed his confidence
in him, and he stated that the circumstances are complicated.
President Bush said that he trusts in Nouri Maliki, head of government of Iraq, and he stated that
he finds an excuse for him ”because the situation is tricky”.
Head of cabinet of Iraq Nuri al-Maliki was given an excuse by President Bush, who expressed his
trust in him, and he indicated that the circumstances are difficult.
Iraq’s head of cabinet Nuri al-Maliki was given a reason by President Bush, who expressed his trust
in him, and he indicated that the case is tricky.
President Bush said that he has faith in Iraqi head of cabinet Nouri al-Maliki, and he stated that he
finds an excuse for him ”for the case is complicated”.
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Is Sentence Meaning Continuous?
Similarly: 70k Czech translations of 1 English sentence (Bojar et al., 2013)

And even though he is a political veteran, the Councilor Karel Brezina responded similarly.

A ačkoli ho lze považovat za politického veterána, radní Březina reagoval obdobně.
A i přestože je politický matador, radní Karel Březina odpověděl podobně.
Byť ho lze označit za politického veterána, Karel Březina reagoval podobně.
Byť ho můžeme prohlásit za politického veterána, byla i odpověď K. Březiny velmi podobná.
K. Březina, i když ho lze prohlásit za politického veterána, odpověděl velmi obdobně.
Odpověď Karla Březiny byla podobná, navzdory tomu, že je politickým veteránem.
Radní Březina odpověděl velmi obdobně, navzdory tomu, že ho lze prohlásit za politického veterána.
Reakce K. Březiny, třebaže je politický veterán, byla velmi obdobná.
Velmi obdobná byla i odpověď Karla Březiny, ačkoli ho lze prohlásit za politického veterána.

Q: Are all these paraphrases close in sent embedding spaces?
Q: How entagled are manifolds of different sents?
… work in progress with Petra Barančíková
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Examining Continuous Space
Proposed strategy:

1. Propose directions of exploration.
2. Generate seed pairs of sentences for each of the directions.
3. Collect specimens along the proposed directions:

• interpolation, a “sentence in between”,
• extrapolation, “a sentence further in the hinted direction”.
• Allow people to say “impossible”.

4. Validate the relations.
5. Create the partially ordered set.
6. Search for a manifold covering the ordered set.

Some first ideas explored with Chris Callison-Burch.
First dataset for Czech released (Barančíková and Bojar, 2020).
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Directions of Exploration (1/2)

• Politeness
• Tense
• Verity: How much the speaker believes the message.
• Modality: Willingness/Ability of the speaker to do it.
• “Counting” / Generic Numerals, Scalar adjectives

• I saw a handful of people there. / a big crowd / a massive crowd.
• freezing / cold / chilly

• “Negation”, but not only reversing the main predicate
• Complexity / simplicity, Length.

Thanks to Šárka Zikánová for some of the ideas.
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Directions of Exploration (2/2)

• Specificity / Generality, Vagueness.
• Geese fly / Geese migrate / Geese migrate south / The Canadian geese

flew over the pond at friendly Farms in their southward migration.
• Hammer the hook into the wall. / Put the hook on the wall. / Do the

thingy in there.
• Contextual boundness.

• Give it to him. / Give the parcel to the man at the counter. / Give your
parcel to the operator at the post office.

• High/low style/English/class.
• Hey y’all it’s a nice day ain’t it?
• Greetings! Lovely weather we are having.
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First Results of Getting Pairs

Can you please give me a minute? Could you leave me alone?
Close the door. Close the damn door man

Can you help me find something? I need you to help me get something.
May I talk to Mary? Is Mary here?

I’m sorry-I don’t believe we have met. Who the hell are you?
Can you move so I can see the screen? You aren’t made of glass, you know.

Will you kindly exit? I do not want you here!
Would you please get the mail? Get the mail!

Can I help you? What do you want?
Can you please help me with this? Get over here and help me!

Can you make me breakfast? Why are you not making me breakfast right now?
I tried to call were you busy? You never answer your phone.
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First Results of Midpointing

Can you move so I can see the screen?
Blocking the view, friend.
Move your blocking the screen
Could you move a little bit, you’re blocking the screen.
Can you please move?
I can’t see, can you move a little?
Hey can you move.
Please move.
Can you move a bit?
You aren’t made of glass, you know.
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After the Midpointing…

Can you hurry eating?

All done?

Are you almost done eating?

Are you done eating yet?

Are you finished with your food?

Are you finished with your food yet?

Done with the food?Finished yet?

When will you be done with your food?

You're still not done with your food?
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Ask Crowd to Partially Sort Them

Can you hurry eating?

All done?

Are you almost done eating?

Are you done eating yet?

Are you finished with your food?

Are you finished with your food yet?

Done with the food?Finished yet?

When will you be done with your food?

You're still not done with your food?

Can you hurry eating?

All done?

Are you almost done eating?

Are you done eating yet?

Are you finished with your food?

Are you finished with your food yet?

Done with the food?Finished yet?

When will you be done with your food?

You're still not done with your food?
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Find Methods for Manifold Learning

Can you hurry eating?

All done?

Are you almost done eating?

Are you done eating yet?

Are you finished with your food?

Are you finished with your food yet?

Done with the food?Finished yet?

When will you be done with your food?

You're still not done with your food?

Can you hurry eating?

All done?

Are you almost done eating?

Are you done eating yet?

Are you finished with your food?

Are you finished with your food yet?

Done with the food?Finished yet?

When will you be done with your food?

You're still not done with your food?

Manifold learning
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Match Posets with Learned Manifolds
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All done?

Are you almost done eating?

Are you done eating yet?
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Can you hurry eating?
All done?

Are you almost done eating?
Are you done eating yet?

Are you finished with your food?
Are you finished with your food yet?

Done with the food?Finished yet?

When will you be done with your food?

You're still not done with your food?

Can you hurry eating?
All done?

Are you almost done eating?
Are you done eating yet?

Are you finished with your food?
Are you finished with your food yet?

Done with the food?Finished yet?

When will you be done with your food?

You're still not done with your food?Manifold learning

semi-supervised.
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Evaluating Sentence Representations

Conneau and Kiela (2018) introduce SentEval:
• Given a sentence representation function, assess the fitness of the

representation in multiple tasks.
https://github.com/facebookresearch/SentEval/

Conneau et al. (2018) and others then compare several reprs incl.:
• SkipThough (Kiros et al., 2015):

• Predict sentence given the surrounding sentences.
• InferSent (Conneau et al., 2017):

• Train sentence representations on predicting entailment.
Extremely active research area, see BlackboxNLP workshops.
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How “Semantic” are Seq2Seq Reprs?

Cífka and Bojar (2018):
• Trained several variations of Cho et al. (2014).
• Extracted sentence representations.
• Related BLEU and “semantics” of the representation:

• Evaluation through classification.
• Evaluation through similarity.
• Evaluation using paraphrases.
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Summary

• NMT systems can surpass humans within the given domain.
• We discussed learned representations.

• Illustrated word and sentence embeddings.
• We discussed aspects of meaning.
• Some level of “understanding” can be found in the representations.

• Follow the BlackBoxNLP workshops:
• POS, Syntax, Word Derivations, Compositionality…
• Still very far from human understanding.

• Big caveats need to be taken when interpreting results.
• The “utility” of syntax in NMT discussed last week.
• The exact composition of the task and the test set.
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